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Introduction and Aims
This project investigates the use of biometric data to predict confidence levels during task-focused interaction
between humans and virtual humans. The project comprises of two main studies, the first of which examines the
relationship between biometric signals – galvanic skin response (GSR), heart rate, facial expression and eye
movements – and self-report levels of confidence during a task-oriented interaction between a human and a
virtual human. Through the manipulation of the feedback and task demands, participants were exposed to
unexpected situations and varying levels of ambiguity, resulting in a measurable range of perceived confidence
as well as more implicit biometric and behavioural indicators of confidence and success. The second study
utilises the paradigm and results from Experiment 1 to train an AI instruction giver to identify instances where
behavioural and biometric feedback from a human signal low confidence, enabling it to modify or supplement its
instructions accordingly. To ensure that the AI is acting in a useful way, and that the experimental manipulation
and behavioural demonstrations of confidence are valid, the participant judges the perceived success of the
interaction, as well as their trust in the AI under varying levels of feedback. This paradigm can then be adapted
for use across a wide range of situations and scenarios; from interactions with virtual human avatars or agents via
AR, VR, desktop or mobile devices, to fully embodied conversational agents or robots, this paradigm will enable
a successful, smooth interactions between humans and Ais.
Background
Virtual humans – whether computer-controlled agents or human-controlled avatars – are widely used during
online interactions. Not only are they utilised during social interaction (e.g. gaming), but also in important jointaction or task-oriented communication. Historically, virtual humans have been used in support and health [1-5],
as well as in areas such as teaching and training [6-10]. To date, there has been a wealth of research into how
virtual humans should behave during interactions with users in order to maximise success [11-16]. Our previous
research has discovered that the optimum behaviour of a virtual human, specifically its eye movements, varies
depending on the purpose of the interaction [15, 16]. This study aims to expand and extend these findings by
investigating which combination of behaviours maximise positive perceptions of a virtual agent, as well as
maximising any given task performance, with the aim of developing trustworthy, likeable and useful virtual
humans. Furthermore, it aims to develop a system that can utilise real-time non-verbal feedback from a user to
indicate confusion or occasions of uncertainty. This will enable the system to supplement or alter instructions to
maximise the possibility of a smooth, successful interaction.
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Methods
Experiment 1

Figure 1:The human follower looks at the Landmark
when she has located it.

Figure 2: The speaker guides both a human and a virtual
human.

A human speaker guides a listener through the map to locate a landmark. Each speaker guides both a human
listener and a virtual human listener (Figure 1 and Figure 2, respectively). The listener may indicate that the target
has been successfully located by looking at it (correct condition) or that an incorrect target was chosen (wrong
condition). It can be seen in Figure 2 that the listener has not found the correct target, the dark blue house, but is
instead looking at the other side of the map. Furthermore, the speaker may have insufficient information to
uniquely identify a target, resulting in them having to choose between multiple possible choices to guide the
listener towards. In Figure 1, for example, the target landmark given to the speaker may be ‘House’, but there is
more than one house on the map, leading to an ambiguous situation where the speaker has to decide which house
to guide the listener to. These manipulations deliberately generate situations of uncertainty or ambiguity. The
speaker believes that the virtual human listener is either controlled by a human (avatar condition) or by a
computer “AI” (agent condition). In all conditions, the listener is actually a video, and is non-interactive,
although results from the study suggest that this was not identified by the participants, and that they treated the
listener like an interactive virtual human.
The amount of time the listener looks at the user is also systematically varied. It has been found that the optimum
amount of looking by a virtual human at a human can vary, depending on the purpose of the interaction [16]. The
previous research examined the impact of looking at the user 0%, 25%, 75% and 100% of the interaction; this
was adapted slightly in the current study, with the listener looking at the user during either 0%, 30% or 70% of
the interaction. This was intended to identify more about the effects on the user of the listener’s looking
behaviour; some research has suggested that there may be a threshold amount of looking, at around 70%, at
which point the social impact on the user is at its highest [16].
Measures
The users respond to questions relating to their confidence in their instructions, and they also report if they were
confident that the listener found the target. They are also asked questions relating to their social perceptions of
the listener.
The eye movements of the users are recorded using an Eyetribe remote eye tracker [17]. This particular device
was chosen for its non-invasive nature, and its portability. Galvanic skin response (GSR) is measured using two
Shimmer sensors attached to the tips of two fingers, and another sensor attached to a third finger to detect
changes in heart rate [18]. Changes in GSR and heart rate can indicate a change in arousal; these changes could
be positive or negative in valence (it could indicate joy or anger, happiness or frustration, for example, but in
isolation the GSR data does not allow you to identify which). The facial expressions of the users are also
detected during the interaction [20], allowing for a fuller understanding of the nature of the arousal. An
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indication of an angry facial expression in conjunction with a large GSR peak, for example, is more informative
about the effect of any stimuli on a user than the GSR alone.
iMotions is software that allows the presentation of the stimuli and collation, time-stamping and processing of all
the behavioural, biometric and survey data in preparation for analysis [19]. Examining these behaviours and
biometrics together rather than independently allows the identification of the behaviour, or combination of
behaviours associated with varying levels of confidence, as indicated by their relationship with the responses to
the survey. This combination of objective and subjective measures enables us to begin to build a model of how
users respond and adjust to different types of feedback, and to use this information to design behaviourally
appropriate virtual humans, responding in real-time to non-verbal feedback that may indicate anything other than
a smooth interaction.
Experiment 2
The non-verbal behaviours identified in Experiment 1, which are associated with confidence – in self and in the
interlocutor – can be used by a planning system to identify instances of confusion, or where the user may require
extra information. The facial expressions and eye movements are fed into the planning system in real-time, and
upon breaching a pre-specified threshold, the system responds accordingly, signalling the system to provide extra
information where low confidence or confusion is indicated, and continuing without additional clarification
when biometric responses suggest that the interaction is going well.

Outcomes and Applications
This research can be applied to several different situations: wherever it is desirable for a system to respond in
real-time to a user’s emotional state, the system can be trained to identify signals of confusion or uncertainty and
respond immediately to remedy the situation. With the advent of more mobile eye trackers and the increasing
popularity and affordability of smart watches, as well as other devices that already detect heart rate, which could
potentially be developed to identify changes in GSR, this paradigm presents the possibility of interactive systems
responding in real-time to behavioural and biometric cues provided via our everyday devices. Interactive and
ubiquitous, virtual companions, advisors, teachers, coaches or even mediators could soon be available to provide
customisable, interactive, responsive and truly trustworthy, effective virtual humans.

Ethical Statement
Ethics approval for this study was granted by the Informatics Ethics Committee, University of Edinburgh (rt
#3690),
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